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UK Ipod Repairs, are a family owned and run business located in Brighton, Sussex serving
customers both in our workshop facility as well as via our online store at www.ukipodrepairs.co.uk .
We have been in the electronics repairs business for over 30 years and since the release of the
revolutionary Apple products release in 2001 we have specialised in the repair of iPods, iPhones
and more recently iPads. We have repaired 85,661 iPhones to date and with our wealth of
experience as the longest running repair shop in both the UK and Europe the number continues to
grow day by day, and with our high quality service for cracked iPhone screen and iPhone
replacement screen service used throughout the world we are determined we will remain the
leaders in this field.

Our team of technicians are the utmost professionals and are experts in this field whether it is via
our online facility where we have made it extremely straight forward .All you have to do is follow the
three easy steps, outlining the problem whether it is battery, memory or even an iPhone
replacement screen that is needed and then send the phone to us. 99% of the time we will repair
the iphone the day it arrives, we try to get your precious gadget back to you in the quickest time
possible. You can also call at our offices; where we will carry out your repairs while you wait even if
you have a cracked iPhone screen and need an iPhone screen replacement our large stock allows
a prompt and professional service.

Ukipod Repairs only use original parts and offer a full 90 day guarantee on all repairs, we welcome
all feedback, call us on 01273 412 756 for information and advise.
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James Blee - About Author:
If you have a a cracked iPhone screen then ukipodrepairs.co.uk will fix it in no time at all and make
it as good as new. a iPhone screen replacement is an absolute must if you need a solution to your
problems.
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